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THE care of the body, the education of the mind, the guidance of the
spirit, are current phrases of well-established tradition. Now we all
desire the comforting assurance that our bodies are cared for in a way
conformable to the fullest knowledge about the nature and working
of bodies. And, for our children at least, we are sincerely solicitous
about the education of their mind and the guidance of their spirit.
We are therefore driven to ask, now and again in moments of awakened
responsibility, certain questions about the validity of the special know-
ledge relevant to these issues and the authenticity of its modes of
application.

THE respective guardians of the above traditions are, of course, our
physicians, teachers and clergy. Think, however, of the specialised
knowledge which informs the practice of medicî  , the art of teaching,
the discipline of the church ; and agreement as to names for these
particular knowledges is not so easily reached. Yet there would
presumably be no dispute that Theology stands to the moral exhorta-
tions and disciplines of the churches as theory to practice. And
increasingly does the practice of medicine base itself on many
specialised sciences which are supposedly brought together in the
general science of Biology. So also comes nowadays a similar claim
from the art of teaching in relation to Psychology. Admit, then,
that in Biology, Psychology and Theology, there exist three systems
of knowledge which, when applied to life, give the conditions for care
of body, education of mind, and guidance of spirit.
BUT what of the underlying unity ? How far may the plain man
go in assuming it ? True, he rarely concerns himself about the
abstraction which philosophers call the unity of life. But he has a
vivid sense of the concrete reality. Indeed, he practises the habit and
enjoys the custom of submitting this reality to certain tests. One of
these tests is severely practical, for it measures what he calls success
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in life. Another is more emotional and it estimates zest in living,
or joie de vivre. The third is of a more intellectual order, and if he
knew how, the plain man would doubtless apply it to the three systeim
of knowledge (biological, psychological and theological) that touch
him intimately though indirectly. What above all he desires to be
assured about these knowledges is that they exist in a shape that will
enable the physician to do the best for the plain man's body, and the
teacher and clergyman for his children's mind and spirit. His way
of framing the test question would in most cases perhaps be to ask
if these systems of knowledge are each and all of them " up to date."
But what available criterion of up-to-dateness would be likely to
satisfy his requirements ? He has heard much of the doctrine of
evolution, and his faith in that test of modernity with its stamp of
intellectual worth, is probably little if at all shaken by a recent vein
of meticulous scepticism amongst certain reactionary thinkers.

Now, if it be asked where does theology stand to-day in relation to
the doctrine of Evolution, a satisfying answer is difficult, if only
because that doctrine itself is undergoing evolution. And among
many sources that contribute to modify and develop our notions of
evolution not the least ftransformative spring, if not from theology
direct, yet from thinkers who try to mediate between the world of
religion and that of natural science. Perhaps no better instance could
be cited than from a recent issue of Gifford Lectures. Let us then
pause to catch a glimpse of the vision of life, bodily, mental and even
spiritual, offered in Professor J. A. Thomson's SYSTEM OF ANIMATE

NATURE ; for this is a book which presents to the open-minded reader
something that in the language of religion might be called an apocalypse
of creation.
To begin with, recall that a decade or so ago the scientific world
celebrated the fiftieth birthday of Darwin's theory of the origin of
species. It was (if one remembers aright) the Royal Society that
initiated and organised the celebrations. It might have been better
to wait till 1919, for then the official event would have coincided with
the natural event. For beyond our Royal Society there is our Human
Society which moves according to the " law of generations." That
" law " is a popular notion of which sociology as yet takes little account;
but it seems to go with the regularity of clockwork, now in periodicities
of thirty years or thereabouts ; or again, in shorter cycles of about
fifteen years. Sure enough after two full generational periods of social
gestation the time-spirit produced the fit offspring ; and fitness we
may take to mean adaptation to do the work needed. Dated I9i9»
is the Preface to Professor J. A. Thomson's masterpiece (the published
date being a year later), which thus appeared 60 years, precisely two
generations, after the publication of THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES. Pro-
fessor Thomson's book rings out the old, rings in the new. It sums
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Up and presents with dear and impartial epitome the labours in
evolutionary science of two generations of naturalists stirred by
Darwin's impulse. The first of these received the master's work
passionately and therefore somewhat uncritically ; the second criticised,
corrected, developed and enlarged it by opening up new evolutionary
vistas. The result is a freshening vision of life which all who run may
read and absorb with delight in Professor Thomson's two volumes, for
he clothes in a handsome raiment of literature the nakedness of
science.

THE older view of evolution popularly associated with what might be
called orthodox Darwinism, saw Animate Nature as a vast gladiatorial
show reeking with blood. It saw every hedgerow crowded with
cruelty, the waste and devastation of parasitism breaking out on many
sides, ugliness and devilry rife, the exuberant abundance of life darkened
by the horrid abundance of death, and the whole structure or working
of natural life overshadowed by numerous disharmonies and imperfect
adaptations. Speaking, however, for the newer biology which has
grown up partly in continuity with orthodox Darwinism and partly by
a degree of reaction, but in any case through more careful observation
and clearer reading of the facts of life. Professor Thomson offers a
view of animate nature which in intent and outcome approaches nearer
to a beatific vision than a gladiatorial show. He by no means glosses
over the shadows and disharmonies, but squarely facing them he
declares that many are of man's making and that many are due to
misunderstanding, and those which are real do not seriously affect
the general truth of a more generous and even idealistic picture of
Animate Nature. Outlined with the utmost realism of a detached and
verifiable science, this picture has for its prominent features a set of
qualities which in the clear yet vivid language of Professor Thomson
are set out as follows : " the variety of life—hundreds of thousands of
distinct individualities or species ; the abundance of life—like a river
always tending to overflow its banks ; the diffusion of life—exploring
and exploiting every corner of land and sea ; the insurgence of l i f e -
self-assertive, persistent, defiant, continually achieving the apparently
impossible ; the cyclical development of life—ever passing from birth,
through love, to death ; the intricacy of life—every cell a microcosm ;
the subtlety of life—every drop of blood an index of idiosyncracies ;
the mter-relatedness of life—with myriad threads woven in a patterned
web ; the drama of life—plot within plot, age after age, with every
conceivable illustration of the twin motives of hunger and love ; the
flux of life—even under our short-lived eyes ; the progress of life—
slowly creeping upwards through unthinkable time, expressing itself
m ever nobler forms ; the beauty of life—every finished organism an
artistic harmony ; the morality of life—spending itself to the death
lor other than individual ends ; the mentality of life—sometimes
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quietly dreaming, sometimes sleep-walking, sometimes widely-awake ;
and the victory of life—subduing material things to its will, and in its
highest reaches controlling itself towards an increasing purpose."
IN his picture of life, built up and composed with incomparable wealth
of illustrative detail. Professor Thomson may be held to emphasise
three aspects. He stresses the pervasiveness throughout animate
nature, of Beauty, Mentality and Purpose. Beauty he declare to be
observable everjrwhere. " Apart from disease, which is almost
unknown in wild Nature, apart from unfinished organisms which
Nature hides away (often so carefully), apart from various dom^tic
animals and cultivated plants which bear too flagrantly the marks of
man's artistically clumsy, though scientifically clever, fingers, all
organisms are artistic harmonies, pleasing to the unprejudiced eye,
evoking the aesthetic emotion especially when seen in their natural
setting. And not only the organisms themselves, but the works of
their hands are beautiful—the nest, and the web, and the honeycomb,
and the coral reef, and the bower-bird's bower. Nature has given
her verdict in favour of beauty—the reward of survival."
As regards the evolution of mind and mind in evolution, the author
marshals his cumulative evidence that in animals as well as in man
" there is a flow of inner life, though it be but a slender rill compared
with our full stream." For this flow of inner life, he claims the word
mind as a character of the whole animal series. In plain words he
affirms that " the apsychic view of animal life is outrageous." Sticking
closely to verifiable facts he declares the general result of the evolution-
process in animate nature to be a growing emancipation of mentality
—growing evidence of a subjective aspect over and above objective
activities.

O F PURPOSE as an increasing factor in evolution he sees and accumulates
a mass of testimony hardly less striking than for Mind as an ever-
enlarging dominant factor. Speaking for the newer evolutionists he
says, ** We do not think any longer of a ' directive power ' outside of
the evolving organisms, but of a directive power which is bone of
their bone and flesh of their flesh—a directive power analagous to that
which we ourselves know when we command our course or send an
arrow to its mark. What we must particularly take account of is the
main trend in evolution, making persistently for the dominance of
mentality and the establishment eventually of personality. Whether
what we now experience be the goal or near the goal, it gives significance
to the whole long journey. And if Man be the highest product of
evolution, and if the central reality in our life is our clear purpose,
may we not ask whether there is not also a purpose at the core of the
world-purpose ? " In the vocabulary of evolution, on this view, the
key-word is " Purpose," the " most thrilling " in our language. To
it. Professor Thomson links another clue, ** Promise." He declares
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that " in the web of nature's life, there is for Man the hint—the Open
Secret— t̂hat progressive evolution depends not merely on the improve-
ment of the natural inheritance, and on the intensification of the
individual life, but also on the ennoblement of the external heritage
—so much his own creation—the tre^ures of literature and art, the
beautiful region and city, the tradition of high ideals, and the multi-
tudinous linkages—many in sad need of amelioration—in the framework
of society itself."
THESE remarkable passages we may treat as the latest word of organic
evolutionary science in linking together our notions of Body, Mind,
and even Spirit, for if throughout the animal series there is a purposive
trend towards fulness, freedom and personalization of life, does not
this view affirm the supreme significance of that which in plain language
is called spirit ?
TURN from these general views to the detail of such problems as the
relation of Mind to Body, and you find Professor Thomson's wide
knowledge, comprehensive sympathy, verbal clearness and intellectual
penetration, a sure guide to the present situation in which the repre-
sentative schools find themselves. To the question of how we are to
think of our thought-life and our brain-life in relation to one another,
says Professor Thomson, at least seven answers have been given.
They are, I., a thorough-going Materialism, and II., its modem
representative, Epiphenomenalism. According to the first, mind is
fictitious and the only realities are matter and motion. With this view
are associated amongst many names in the history of philosophy, if
few in recent or contemporary science, that of Hobbes who affirmed
that sensation is nothing but motion, and of Cabanis who declared
that the brain secreted thought as the liver secretes bile. Of Huxley's
Epiphenomenalism, Professor Thomson gives this account, "the
stream of consciousness is like the chain of foam-bells on the river,
called into existence by the real physico-chemical processes in the
brain, and ceasing as these cease Mental states are the shadows
cast by the vanes of the cerebral windmill, or the creaking of the
machinery, or at the best the electrical sparks which accompany the
friction. There may seem to be two watches but only one is going
(the brain); when the going watch ticks there is an echoing tick in
the other ; nay more, by induction the going watch may cause move-
ments of the hands of the watch which only seem to go."
NEXT there is. III., the theory of Subjective Idealism which is the
extreme antithesis of epiphenomenalism and finds nothing real but
the routine of personal conscious experience. In Professor Thomson's
scheme of summaries there comes, IV., the theory of Psycho-physical
I'arallelism. It admits both mental and cerebral processes, but
regards them as concomitants merely, without inter-action, two parallel
causal chains, each complete and independent in itself. Next comes.
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V., the theory of Psychical Monism; those who hold this doctrine
believe that what we call physical objects and physical processes are
real, but they owe their reality to being conscious processes or activities
in disguise.
OF all theories of the mind and body relation, the oldest is, VI.,
Animism, or the soul-theory. It maintains the actuality of the soul
as an embodied psychical being, which realises itself in interaction
with the bodily organism. The soul is, apart from the bodily organisa-
tion, the ground of the unity of consciousness ; it makes sensation,
meaning, endeavour and guidance possible. Its relation with the body
is reciprocal, for while it controls the body, the bodily processes supply
to it the content of consciousness. Interacting with the body, it
develops into the centre of personality. The soul may conceivably,
the animists aflirm, attain to an existence independent of the life of
its partner, the bodily organism.

FINALLY in the list comes VII., the Two-Aspect-Theory. To this
view biologists who are also students of psychology, increasingly lean,
and to it Professor Thomson gives his adhesion, though perhaps with
a touch of lingering fondness for the animist theory. He states this
two-aspect theory as follows: " We think of the organism as one,
while it lives, an indissoluble psycho-physical being. The mind
and the body are both abstractions, very convenient for purposes of
discourse ; there is but one reality, the life of the organism, which has
a subjective aspect known as psychosis, and an objective aspect known
as neurosis. The living creature gives an account of itself in two ways.
It can know itself as something extended and intricately built up,
burning away, moving, throbbing ; it can also know itself as the seat
of sensations, perceptions, feelings, wishes, thoughts." In short,
when we think and observe in the concrete, what we have to do with
is not a body and a mind but the unified life of a psycho-physical
being, a body-mind or mind-body.

II,
THESE seven great controversies about the relation of mind and body
must not be allowed to obscure the shining vision of life-in-evolution
revealed in this newer biology. As we peer down the vistas of Animate
Nature there grows on us a vision of stately movement by the chan̂ geful
Proteus of life, diverging constantly to create an almost endless variety
of masterpieces, yet ever on the march towards a larger purpose, a
keener intelligence, a finer beauty. But philosophers viewing this
triple tendency of life in man declare an innate pursuit of the good, the
true, the beautiful. And theologians postulating at once a sublime
fountain-head of life and a supreme perfection aflirm their notion of
a Divine Spirit at work in the world. This theological concept is thus
seen to have a certain logical relevance to the doctrine of evolution.
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Indeed it hardly seems extravagant to say that the voice of the new
biology needs the language of theology to express its inmost message.
On that footing the needle on the compass of science has moved full
circle since the days of Laplace, who declared without serious risk of
contradiction from his learned contemporaries that science had " no
need of the hypothesis of God." But if neither biologist nor theologian
be ready to-day for such linkage of their studies, yet both may well
unite in putting in a claim on the psychologist for a presentation of the
human spirit as at its best expliciting what the biologist sees as implicit
in the development of the animal mind. To be sure it does not at
first sight promise much in this direction that the newest, and as it
professes to be the most ** scientific " school of psychology, should be
more concerned with exposing the Caliban in man than in revealing
the latencies of divine spirit. But two things are to be said about the
psycho-analytic school; first that it is very young, and next that like
other developments of science its mode and outlook are at once deter-
mined and limited by the facts of its chosen field. This vigorous and
promising school already marked by notable achievement in unravelling
knotty problems of the human mind, gives us the psychology of the
metropolitan capitals and industrial cities of western civilisation in the
latter decades of the 19th and the early ones of the 20th century.
It is therefore, in the measure of its truth, a psychology of populations
habituated to economic insecurity and political uncertainty, with their
accompanying " anxiety neuroses " ; to chronic pre-occupation with
sex or the things that stimulate sex, with resulting mental disturbances
and moral laxities ; to the hypersensitiveness, or dullness that comes
from the continuous distraction of noise, dirt, ugliness, disorder, strife,
bewilderment; to journalistic sophistry and organised charlatanism ;
to extremes of riches and poverty, with consequent organic debasement
by over-nutrition or under-nutdtion. In short, it is a psychology of
types characterised by that disharmony of soul which springs from
constant oscillation between extravagance of hope and excess of fear.
These surely are the circumstances and conditions of human life which
draw out and develop the lower latencies of mind and spirit because
they repress and pervert the higher. Thus it comes about, that as yet
the psycho-analytic school offers an account of mind which assuredly
IS not exhaustive of human nature ; rather does it not fail to give even
a representative view, since the chosen milieu of study is a highly
specialised one ?

FOR more authentic beginnings of a psychology growing out of its
own tradition, and yet in line with the newer biology, we may turn to
the later thought and observation of William James, that which un-
fortunately is subsequent to most of his systematic writing. It seems
to have been the preparation for his Gifford lectures and their after-
math that concentrated his attention on the higher latencies and finer
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potencies of the mind. " I am sure," he writes, in one of his letters
dated about that time, *' that in many cases of Conversion it is less a
new truth than a new power gained over life by a truth always known.
It is the case of a conflict of two-self systems in a personality up to
that time divided, but in whom after the conversion crisis, the higher
loves and powers come definitely to gain the upper hand and expel
the forces which up to that time had kept them down in the position
of mere grumblers and protesters and agents of remorse and dis-
content."

ASSUREDLY, there is a long and distinguished line of those who practice
this higher psychology glimpsed by William James towards the end
of his caieer. They are the poets, artists, scientific discoverers,
inventors, saints, and the rest of us in brief moments impassioned by
an ennobling quest. But the great lover, the creative poet, the artist,
the discoverer, the saintly mystic, if any one of these turns his mind
inwards to examine the method and process of its arcane powers
seldom tell the result in a way that enables us to share their secret.
There are, however, notable exceptions, and a recent instance is the
Irish poet, artist and seer, A.E., who in a book called T H E CANDLE

OF VISION addresses himself to this psychological issue. In that
mood he naturally turned for information to the writings of the pro-
fessed psychologists. The searching test to which this poet, artist
and seer submitted our psychologists was to seek in their accounts of
the niind some reference at least descriptive and if possible explanatory
of the sort of creative or poetic powers experienced by himself in his
own life and work. But, finding nothing of the sort, he inferred that
current professors of psychology not having themselves cultivated
vision, were without " the first data " of their science. Dismissing,
therefore, the " false ideas " and " foolish fables " of these ** sightless
philosophers " who write of ** memory, thought and imagination,"
without adequate experience of the underlying vital realities,
this master of vision himself in search of mental science, turned next
to literature and found there *' endless analysis of passion and thought "
but rarely discovered " one writing as if he felt the (creative) powers
leaping up in his body as the thronged thoughts leap up in the brain."
Determined to pursue the intellectual quest, he was thrown back upon
three main source : (i) the creative manifestations of his own inner
life, (2) a closer communion with nature and (3) the sacred literature
of antiquity. To each of these lines of investigation did A.E. give
himself wholeheartedly in pursuit of knowledge, being persuaded that
he could be of most use to the world by an endeavour to discover or
re-discover the formulae of spiritual evocation. " So," he writes, m
reference to this renunciation of a creative career, " I stayed the vision
which might have been art, or the ecstasy which might have been
poetry, and asked of them rather to lead me back to the ancestral
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fountain from which they issued." Having been led along this path
to a working knowledge of the spiritual process and the corresponding
art of evocation, A.E. offers the world what we may hope is but a first
instalment of this higher psychology (or " geography of the spirit,"
as he calls it) in his CANDLE OF VISION. It is perhaps the first occasion
since the Renaissance that a creative artist of high order has analysed
the source of his own power and generalised the knowledge for common
application by mankind.

THE gist of his message is very like the sudden resolution of the prisoner
to lift the latch and walk out after suffering years of confinement,
through obsession with the thought that jail doors are always and of
necessity locked. '* We live to-day," says A.E., " trapped in the
imaginary bonds of an Iron Age, ever tending to sink into a spiritual
lethargy by reason of failure to evoke and develop the latencies of
creative life within each of us. We have but to light the candle on
the forehead," and there will be revealed within ourselves " the Lamp
of the World, and Nature the genie is Slave of the Lamp and must
fashion life about us as we fashion it within ourselves. . . . None
need special gifts or genius. Gifts ! there are no gifts. For all that
is ours we have paid the price. There is nothing we aspire to for which
we cannot barter some spiritual merchandise of our own. Genius !
there is no stinting of this by the Keeper of the Treasure House. It
is not bestowed but is won." There are, he tells us, definite " spiritual
exercises" whereby we may escape the distress and despair of the Iron
Age and mount to enjoyment of that *' vision and ecstasy of the Golden
Age that has never passed away from the world." By the assiduous
practice of these exercises we may '* heighten the imagination and
intensify the will " so that every normal individual can acquire
" transcendental energies," for " the highest ecstasy and vision are
conditioned by law and attainable by all." But this art of evocation
or arousal and development of spiritual latencies is itself but part of
a larger ** training in seership " which by combined mastery of insight
and foresight will reveal and make available for humanity " sweet
and august things " beyond present imagining or belief.
IF asked for evidence of the Golden Age that was and may be again,
because still existing in latency all around us, A.E. would answer by
reference to those legends of his own race which are deeply heroic
because shot through with moral and social significance. He would
point to the story of CucuUain and Ferdiad pausing and embracing
in the middle of their combat; or to that of Queen Maeve praising
her enemies before the battle ; or to that of Conal Kama binding up his
arm so that he might fight on equal terms with his wounded foeman. In
these legends dwells the spirit of the Golden Age, ever awaiting
re-birth in the mind and heart of youth, nourished on the memory and
impulse of the vital myth.
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*' THERE IS," declares A.E., " a gigantic ocean of life " ever surging
and foaming within and around the brain, awaiting exploration. Much
of what we call memories are, he believes, but ** the froth ** of this
ocean of uncharted life. In that point at least he is on common ground
with the psycho-analytic school. But whereas they see in the nereids
of this ocean, a body of evil demons, A.E. discerns a mighty and
beneficent Neptune, willing on terms to make us free of his kingdom
even to the use of trident for riding the waves, calming the storm and
maybe regulating the tides. The latency within us for launching,
maintaining and guiding body and mind on this high adventure is
what we call spirit. One of the many metaphors and analogies with
which he illumines his theory of the relation in which Spirit stands
to Nature is that of lovers. Hidden in the life of nature dormant
within us are, he says, coiled springs of spiritual power, concealed
potencies awaiting our call to personal service and high purpose.
" Yet they are not so concealed that the lover may not discover them,
and to the lover, nature reveals herself like a shy maiden who is slowly
drawn to one who adores her at a distance and who is first acknowledged
by a lifting of the veil, a long-remembered glance, a glimmering smile,
and at last comes speech, and the mingling of life with life."

IT is not to be thought that A.E. ignores the ubiquitous presence of
evil tendencies and degrading influences any more than does the
psycho-analytic school. On the contrary, he affirms with the emphasis
and conviction of theologians, a prevailing inability of the spirit to
arouse and develop its high latencies unless a process of purification
is set agoing and does its work thoroughly. But while he has not
much to say of the evils that lurk deep in the fundamental instincts and
impulses of life, yet he pours a fiood of criticism on cultural disabilities.
Around the spirit of childhood and youth awakening to magic dreams
both low and high, gather " the wizards of darkness and they baptize
it " with the " waters of sorcery." Amongst the evil spells woven
around the growing spirit, he signalises three as characteristic of our
current western civilisation. There is first " the black art of educa-
tion " which debases '* the imagination of life about itself," suppressing
or distorting instead of evoking and cultivating spiritual latencies.
False teachers conceal from the young " what palaces they were born
in, what dominions they are rightly heir to " so that our young people
come to regard it as normal and natural to live like the stolen prince
in the fairy story, obscurely among the swine-herds." Allies of these
false teachers are the contemporary messengers of " religions which
make promises to be fulfilled beyond the grave, because they have no
knowledge now to be put to the test," whereas the founders of these
same religions ** spake of a divine vision to be attained while we are
yet in the body." And if they uttered once again their proper historic
message, our priests would, declares A.E., cry out " I am to-day as
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verifiable as that water wets, or that fire burns. Test me that ye can
become as gods." This renewal of belief in a human godhead realisable
here and now in every one is the constructive thesis running as a refrain
throughout this book of " spiritual science," expounded and repeated
again and again in passages now of analysis and exposition, now of
vivid exhortation. Of the causes that repress this divine latency, he
has enumerated two. Next after modem miseducation and con-
temporary misrepresentations of ancient religion, comes the tum of
current politics for appraisal in the light of this " higher psychology,"
and the fire of his severest criticism is concentrated by A.E. against
the despotic power of centralised Govemments. Under the triple evil
of repression by current modes of " education," misguidance by those
of religion, and domination by centralised Govemments, the spirit of
modern man has been, he declares, subdued to a dullness and abstrac-
tion from which at present few escape partially and none completely.
But the conditions of release and renewal are becoming known, the
intellect will be freed from its fetters, the imagination will do its
creative work, vision and transfiguration become normal activities,
and man come into his full inheritance by realising and giving form
to what exists in the latencies of spiritual life. The human spirit will
then re-enter upon its intimacies and its partnership with " the Great
Spirit whose home is in the vast ocean of life within and around us,
and which manifests itself for us in those deeps of experience we know
as a moving glamour in the heavens, a dropping tenderness at twilight,
a visionary light in the hills, a voice in the heart, the earth under foot
become sacred, and the air we breathe like wine poured out for us
by some heavenly cupbearer."

III.

A.E.'s CANDLE OF VISION, of which a scanty outline has been sketched
above, is one of many recent endeavours to build a psychology and a
philosophy of spirit, which shall satisfy two sets of conditions. These
works range from the popular presentment of Evelyn Underhill's
PRACTICAL MYSTICISM, to the brilliant essays of Bergson and the great
interpretative treatise of Croce. Collectively, and for the most part
individually, they offer an account of the life of spirit, its meaning,
modes of working and development, which while incorporating the
truths of the great synthetic traditions—even those of occult and
mystical origins as well as of accredited philosophies and historic
religions—yet at the same time claims to stand the test of specialised
science and modern scholarship. But in attempting a task so ambitious,
yet assuredly vital to contemporary needs, these philosophers and
psychologists of spirit suffer a serious handicap. There lies across
their path a concealed obstacle, like an uncharted snag in a navigation
channel.
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To illustrate, think of what is perhaps the central tradition in the
historic development of spirit. Is it not that of the saints suid the
mystics ? For them the evocation of spirit, its discipline and education
has long been and still is a definite and living art of culture. The
essence of its method would appear to be a very deliberate selection
of mental imagery and a training of the mind to hold these images at I
will in the focus at attention against all the distractions that tend to
put our stream of conscious thought outside personal control. The
aim seemingly is by sinking this conscious imagery into what nowadays
is called the subconscious mind, thereby to arouse from latency to
actuality and then to give specific direction to those creative powers
of the inner life which form character and generate personality. It
may be that in the latent life-impulses of visual imagery purposely
selected and habitually cultivated there resides no small part of the
mystery of spiritual genius. On that assumption we understand better
the organised recourse to the pictorial and plastic arts and their unifica-
tion in architecture by the historic religions. Music is doubtless more
immediately evocative of spiritual emotion, but is it not through
harnessing to their ritual the team work of artist, sculptor, designer-
craftsman and architect that the great religions are most effective in
their service of spiritual guidance and direction ? For this purpose
has grown up and accumulated an empiric body of tradition which to
many observers seems one of the most potent and majestic things in
the rise of man from animal life to the rustic masteries with their
triumphs of family and tribal organisation under barbarism, and from
these to the regional fiowerings of historic culture-cities with the
towering personalities of their Great Men. Challenged for an inter-
pretation in terms conformable with those of evolutionary science these
students of the religious heritage would doubtless be ready with their
answer. About its contents and character we can at least make a guess.

RECALL what, as the new biologists see it, is the essence of the evolution-
process. Surveying the whole, realm of organic nature, they discern
a vast patterned web of ever enriching design issuing from the loom of
life. In the deciphering of the general design, these naturalist observers
discoyer infinite variations of one primal pattern. That archi-typal
pattern and these manifold variations result from the registering,
conserving and transmitting of gains achieved by the life-impulse in
its striving to dominate its environment by masterpieces in beauty,
freedom, individuality. The essence of the process is then twofold;
first the making of life's experimental adaptations towards the triad of
ends ; next the registering of life's attainments in such wise as to fit
them into the general design of the patterned web so as to ensure their
conservation by inheritance. Turning from the realm of organisms
to the kingdom of man and asking what is the human analogue to
nature's web of life, one has to remember that the fact of social in-
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heritance is precisely what differentiates human from animal sodeti^.
The heritages of art, industry, agriculture, commerce, literature,
science, poHtics, religion, have therefore to be examined with a view
to ascertaining how far all these register conserve and transmit gains
for beauty, freedom and personalization of life and how far the con-
trary. But on any reading of history and any interpretation of social
evolution it would be admitted that the imagery of religious tradition
even if not essential to hurnan progress, has been and is one of the most
fertile sources of that ennoblement of personality which is commonly
taken as the gauge of spiritual life.

GRANT then that the spirit-process works largely, perhaps mainly,
through the awakening, guiding, elevating qualities of imagery idealised
to vision, clarified to thought, impassioned to symbolism. How sharp
the contrast with most current scientific views of the mental life-
process and the social life-process! The dominant schools of
specialised research in sociology and psychology, would seem to draw
from four main sources their observations, theories, interpretations
and consequent valuations as to the instincts, impulses and
purposes that actuate the mind-process and the social-process. The
following list does not profess to be exhaustive, but a fairly com-
prehensive relevance can hardly be denied to it. Take then the four
main sources of current inspiration in the mental, moral and social
sciences as, (i) a conception of animal life, viewed more or less
as a gladiatorial show, (2) observation of the habits of domestic breeds,

(3) the practices and customs of competitive commerce, war and sport,
(4) the modes of human life which characterise modem industrial and
metropolitan cities observed and interpreted by the aid of orthodox
Darwinism, utilitarian philosophy, political economy (orthodox or
socialist), and nationalist history.

Now instincts, impulses and purposes adapted to these environments,
however limited their range of action, however insufficient to account
for mind, morals and society in their variety and fulness, have un-
doubtedly in the hands of the several specialists proved fertile clues
to many dark problems in human evolution. These presentments of
the mind-process and the social process have now to be squared with
the new biology on one side and on the other with the religious view
of the spirit-process. But there are, as we saw above, some half dozen
or more schools with their well-established rivalries as to the relation
of mind and body. Add to this dual problem the further complexity
of the social-process, and we have a triple relationship of body, mind
and society, presenting a formidable barrier indeed to the philosopher
ot spirit who professes a synthesis of traditional and modem specialised
Knowledge. The difficulty is one that by the very nature of his subject
ne cannot evade. He must postulate the unity of life in all its char-
actenstic aspects before he can even start to examine that working
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of spirit which for him is the highest manifestation of life. In other
words he must demonstrate the spirit-process as including and
transcending in an evolutionary onward sweep, the body or organic-
process of life, its mind-process, and as working in intimate co-operation
with its social-process. But since the specialists of the relevant
sciences are not only lacking in concurrence about these unities, but,
as it would seem, defective even in clear sighted statement of the
involved problems, it is manifest that any philosophy of spirit that
claims the authority of science must be, as yet, built on instable founda-
tions. How grave a misfortune this defect of intellectual equipment
at a moment when our crippled civilisation is expectant of spiritual
re-birth as precedent to a restoration of sanity and health amongst
depressed communities and shaken individuals. That any principle
of renewal, to be effective, must start and move in the order above,
first spiritual, then intellectual and material, but all in due correlation
and more simultaneous than serial—is not this the grand lesson of
religious experience throughout history, to which we are driven back
by the political failures, the economic calamities and the inadequate
life-doctrines of an over-materialised era ?

BUT unprovided with an adequate working scheme or theory of spirit
mind and body, in their living unity of being and action, the repairers
and builders of civilisation are likely to labour more at cross purposes
than in unison. Lacking the guidance of a dominant harmony, the
thoughts and ideals determining their policies will follow more or less
closely those divergent traditions of partisan groupings which are
perhaps the fountain-head of our present misery. The resulting
fragmentation of interests and ends, unaccompanied by a return move-
ment of integration equal to the occasion, begets a moral disorder that
eats into the heart of western civilisation like a plague.

THERE is no hope of escape from its chronic infection by any empire,
state, nation, province, city, within that field of culture. Every
institution, however hide-bound, every profession and occupation,
however organised, even families, however close-knit, are liable to
attack by a virus whose very character is to touch the spirit of the
individual and so detach his traditional allegiance. And rare indeed
are individuals whose bodies are not branded and mind dwarfed by
the instability of spirit that comes from restless groping after an
integrative purpose. Communities tend to dissolution because their
individual members attain to but fractional personality, and similarly
because communities fall short in integration, personalities undergo
fragmentation. The social-process and the spirit-process run hand
in hand, they rise together and fall together, and in the resulting ups
and downs of communitary life are probably to be sought the deeper
clues to individual health of body and power of mind.
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ASSUMING then the primacy of spirit, let us insist, with A.E., on the
imperative need for a " geography of spirit," but demand that it shall
be definitely correlated with the known " geography " of mind and
body. There are indications of a shift towards this goal in the coming
generation. Books, however " purely scientific," are social products
and may be read as symptoms of what Taine called their " historic
moment." Darwin's ORIGIN OF SPECIES was evidence that for his
generation the Problem of Life was one of Body-mind ; similarly,
J. A. Thomson's S^TSTEM OF ANIMATE NATURE bears testimony, in the'
post-Darwinian generation, to a tuming of social interests and therefore
also of scientific attention to the problem of life conceived as one of
Mind-body. And the revolution of the social wheel would seem to
be making still another turn. Some evidence of that we gathered
from Professor Thomson's volumes. But a whole crop of books like
these of A.E., of Bergson, and of Croce suggest that in the coming
generation the problem of life, even for science, may be one of Spirit-
mind-body. If so, is it not high time that sociologist, psychologist
and biologist be coming together for the making a better Life-theory
by comparing, developing, interpreting their respective notions of the
social-process, the mental-process and the organic-process ? Unless
these cultivators of the higher fields of science put their own house in
order betimes they may find themselves anticipated by philosopher
and poet, to say nothing of savant, romancist and theologian, in pro-
viding the plain-man with a life-doctrine that satisfies his not too
critical requirements. The new philosophy of spirit that is making
its peace with the doctrine of evolution and with the physical sciences,
is itself but a refined critical and emdite phase, a scholarly wave thrown
up on a tide of popular life which since the onset of the Industrial
Revolution has been mnning a definite though chequered onward and
upward course. The plain-man of the early period of our industrial
era naturally and inevitably inclined towards a vision of life which, if
described with ruthless accuracy, would be in terms of horse-power.
That strange aberration subtly intruded itself as a revelation from the
triumphs of physical science applied to manufactures and transport.
In due sequel came the human reaction against this mechanical view
of life, but its bias unconsciously persisted so that the plain-man's
subsequent vision of life, that in which he developed his recent cult
of health, was too much in terms of mere body-power. Of the poverty
and insufficiency of both visions, the plain-man never ceased to be
reminded by poet, artist, theologian, and above all by the novelists
and his women folk for whom they wrote. But hard to wean from his
masculine obsessions is the plain-man. Reluctantly he permitted himself
|o be pushed into a third period—the cult of mind-power. And now at
ong last with the latencies of spirit-power beginning to touch his imagina-

tion, the man of the Industrial Era is learning to glimpse a vision of
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life in which horse-power, body-power and mind-power are all enhanced
by harnessing the three of them to the chariot of spirit creative.
IV.
AN illustration is needed to point these generalities and condense
their meaning into a concrete instance. Well, consider this one.
There stands on a jutting ledge of chalk cliff at Leathercote Point
beyond Dover an obelisk of granite, 84 feet high. Its fellow sentinel
rises on Cape Grisnez across the Channel. These two pillars are the
pylons of the world's central seaway. To gain and hold for domination
this ocean-pass was a main purpose of the latest and greatest of
Barbarian Incursions from the North. That gateway forced, the war
was for the Allies lost. Behind its shelter ran to and fro the one
possible line of communication between the British armies in France
and their bases and recruiting grounds in the homelands. The pair
of obelisks commemorate the vigil and defence of the Channel and the
Strait by the Dover Patrol. The story is an epic of commonplace lives
lifted into heroism and maintained on exalted planes by the call of
spirit and by disciplined service in its cause. Organised round a
small nucleus of men and ships from the Navy, the Dover Patrol had,
for its backbone, fisherfolk and fishercraft. Conceive the character
and picture the routine of their duties. Of vital urgency was the safe-
guarding of military transport, but this depended upon the closing of
the Channel exit against German submarines, and that again was a
condition of shepherding into port the stream of merchant vessels that
brought food, raw material and supplies from the ends of the earth.
This complex scheme of operations was subject to constant modification
and re-adjustment imposed by the strategy and tactics of an enemy
greatly superior in force and equipment, further enhanced by possession
of an immense advantage in his power to choose his own time and
occasion to sally out for attack in overwhelming numbers and material
from his fortified naval bases on the Flanders coast. The part which
fell almost exclusively to the fisherfolk using their own craft vessels
was the fight with German submarines. This contest was offensively
carried on by the laying of mines and nets ; defensively, by sweeping
the enemy mines, laid and relaid incessantly by the enemy along the war
lanes left in our own mine-fields. Of these sweeping duties, executed
in all weathers at all seasons along literally thousands of miles of
tortuous fairway, Kipling has given a vivid picture. He makes us see
the trawlers all day at their work of clearance under well-nigb
impossible conditions, while hundreds of merchant vessels laden with
precious cargo, anxiously stand by in the Downs awaiting the signal,
" Sweep completed in the fairway." Then, that signal hoisted at the
end of a long and anxious day, he shows us at dusk of evening,

" the traffic crowding through,
And five damned trawlers, with tihieir syrens blowing.

Heading the whole review."
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If possible even more fraught with constant risk of death, was the
laying and repair of the mine and net barrages and their maintenance
against an enemy liable at any moment to sally in overwhelming force
from his armed naval bases on our flank. And when he came it was
in torpedo-boat destroyers with 4in. guns against drifters often
practically unarmed and without the speed to get away, being capable
of perhaps 8 to io knots at most against the enemy's thirty knots or
more. In short the variations from constant expectation of mine
explosions and shell-burstings were the actualities of exploding mines
and bursting shells. Such were the conditions of no momentary
feat of dashing exploit by the Dover Patrol, but of everyday labour
steadily kept up for more than four years. The men of this service
made a sacrificial offering of their lives every time they went on duty.
And in this habituation to voluntary sacrifice for a purpose deemed
worth while, resided a main secret of the process, as the psychologist
of religion would maintain. But what precisely was it that made this
kind of high adventure worth while } What exactly is there in the
situation created by war, that awakens, calls into activity, and as it
were, normalises those latencies of creative power over self and circum-
stances which in peace-time we, for the most part, associate with a
devotion to religious ideals, thorough-going, almost fanatical ?

FOR an indication of the answer turn to the account of the Dover
Patrol by Mr. Joseph Conrad, whose gifts of psychological analysis
would move our universities to compete for his services in their
faculties of mental science, if academic senates cared for the advancing
of knowledge as they do for its conserving. But before appealing to
Mr. Conrad for an authentic psychology of war, a word of warning.
Let it not be thought that his version of warrior ennoblement stands in
conflict with the more numerous studies of debasement which acute
observers like Barbusse in LE FEU, and more recently Patrick McGill
in FEAR, have given us. All that is set down in these books may
doubtless be taken as well observed, and up to a point, fairly generalised.
The question is up to what point and under what conditions the
generalisations of debasement hold. A critic, even an unfriendly one,
of Mr. McGill's book declares " everything is here—the waste of
taking men from decent into indecent work, the corruption and
brutality of the Medical Boards, the ferocity of bayonet drill, the
inferno of the front line, the dullness and beastliness of trench life,
the mad relief and passions of the rest billets, the starched idiocies
of the staff-work, human fear and human companionship in face of
a monstrosity too awful to be grasped by the human mind—everything
rent open like raw and quivering flesh by shrapnel. It is an intolerably
ghastly book, and the mind instinctively revolts from it as a kind of
phantasmagoria, because it is a picture of what modern war is
really like."
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WELL, may we not admit, but with a double proviso, that as this
critic asserts, Mr. McGill's analysis tells us what modem war is really
like. In the first place it has to be denied tha t" everything is there " ;
and the second caveat is that modern war is like Mr. McGill's account,
but only when Fear dominates. Circumstance compels, and Authority
dictates. We appeal to Mr. Conrad's account of the Dover Patrol
as exhibiting the evocatory qualities of war when Fear is conquered,
Circumstance mastered, and Authority guides. Mr. Conrad postu-
lates in the men of the Dover Patrol, whether naval officers, fisherfolk,
merchant-service men or ordinary volunteers, a human equipment of
nothing more than the " flesh and blood of ordinary humanity." Out
of that fibre was fabricated the finished product which stamped the
Dover Patrol as a corps of elite. At the outset there coursed in them,
as in the rest of us, a fitful life-impulse eddying oftentimes into throb
of nerve and artery, clarifying sometimes into thrill of thought and
imagination, but rarely quickening into that rapture of heart which the
religious call ecstasy of spirit; while as for the ideal of perfection
become habitual, in which life is at once intense and tranquil because
mind and body are attuned to the music of spirit, they doubtless, like
us, knew of this blessed state hardly at all by experience, but a little
sceptically, through legend of saint and hero. But at the call of
opportunity there awoke in these passing samples of the plain-man,
dormant powers which, says Mr. Conrad, " made the most improbable
achievement possible " for them. They discovered in the depths of
their being, and made manifest in the routine of daily life, " an augmen-
tation of endurance and of self-sacrifice," " an indefatigable enthu-
siasm " of " fearless executive, energy and skilled hard work," a
consummate ability to plan and achieve mastery of circumstance in a
constantly changing and ever menacing situation ; in short, they
became *' inspired by a concern for perfection." ** Each man," says
Mr. Conrad, " threw his very soul into his appointed task,—threw it
in, and kept it there." And again, ** it was their conception of their
honour. And they carried it out of this war unblemished by any
display of weakness or hesitation in the long tale of dangerous service."

V.
WHEN the war was over and these warriors of the Dover Patrol returned
to their avocations of peace-time, at what valuation did they assess the
one mode of life and the other ? Again we appeal to Mr. Conrad, who
we know writes with the triple endowment of psychological insight,
mastery in the matching of words to thought and observation, and
experience of the sailor's calling. It is probable too that he knows the
work of the Dover Patrol at first hand, for his account, though rigidly
impersonal and strictly objective, is so informed as to suggest cujus
pars fui. All the more striking then his analysis of the combatant
attitude towards the contrasted tasks of war and peace. He affirms
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in their after-war reflections " a feeling of regret for the days that are
past, regret of the strenuous life with its earnest purpose, its continuity
of risk, its sense oi professional efficiency, its community of desperate toil,
regret even of those moments of extreme bodily fatigue associated with
the feeling of spiritual exaltation, which enabled them each in his
station, from the Admiral commanding to the youngest member of a
small drifter's crew to defy the enmity of nature and the hostility of
man.'' The italics in this citation are not Mr. Conrad's, but assuredly
their emphasis follows from his preceding analysis. Do they not indicate
a vision of life enriched to abundance by the play of fountains renewed
each day from the deep wells of intimate and undivided personality in
unison with community, itself attuned to the high notes of spirit} And
to that compound source of human inspiration and high endeavour we
may give as title to express its three-fold being, spirit-mind-body.
THE principle of evocation, the means of spiritual development and
the formula of its renewal given in the leadership of war are seemingly
unknown, or at least scantily applied by the captains of industry and
the statesmen of peace. How explain this strange anomaly.? It is
perhaps more of a hindrance than an aid, to recall the historic associa-
tion of religion and its ritual with war, and their increasing dissociation
from industry and statecraft, as the former has expanded and the latter
enlarged itself in modern times. And yet the conception of the
religious office as the art of evoking spirit-power and applying it through
the operation of mind and body to the daily routine of life, is generally
accepted by the religious and most tenaciously held by the great
mystics. For them the supreme aim of life is to transform its routine
into ritual; and is not that very much what we see war doing for the
men of the Dover Patrol, when we view its process through the pene-
trating eye of Mr. Joseph Conrad, and read its message in his inter-
pretative language ?

IT may be that the modern limiting of religion and its miracles of
'* conversion " too much to individual lives, and these treated but in
fragments, has been part of the price paid for the bountiful apple-crop
of knowledge gathered in our western gardens of life. But these fruits
of knowledge though they heap the barns of science, have so far been
garnered in a certain disorder. The necessary sorting and grading
has been wofully inadequate. There is a technical way of stating this
truth. The problem of classifying and unifying the sciences stood at
the very core of the " advancement of learning " as Francis Bacon
saw It. But in our age of specialisms run riot, this central question
^yhe order, the organisation and the unity of knowledge has either

i^to abeyance or been relegated to the abstract handling of
s who derive not from the traditions of concrete and

^ a l knowledge but from those of a pre-scientific metaphysics.
the resulting chaos of thought it is not one Tower of Babel but
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many that rise in rivalry and on all sid^. Amongst their architects
are naturally to be found charlatans of every sort. But as the corrup-
tion of the best becomes the worst, so perhaps the deadliest confusion
arises from the efforts towards unification by the masters of physical
science, who unconscious of their limitations, seek to order and
dominate the sciences of life and mind. Tamed to a shameful docility,
our psychologists and sociologists have too many of them been content
to chase after charioteers trained to think habitually in terms of physical
energies convertible into horse-power. And as if to complete the
disarray, theology, once " queen of the sciences," because then keenest
in quest of knowledge, is left with the rule of a kingdom that to most
scientists is all " in the air." But the theologians, it is true whether
or not the men of science know or care, have long been again assiduous
in cultivating afresh the tree of knowledge in their own garden of life.
And simultaneously, biologist and psychologist have been escaping the
thraldom of physical science and renewing the more vital traditions of
their own field. But it may be doubted if all three have not been left
l^hind in certain essentials by the plain-man whose knowledge of the
art of life in its triple unity of spirit-mind-body is derived from direct
experience of that working model of heaven and hell which the war
revealed to some at least of the combatants. But is it not to be assumed
that for assured and enduring progress in cultivating the garden of life
in its rich and manifold entirety all four types must march together,
the plain-man with his captains of industry and their statesmen, the
scientist of every grade and the masters of spirit-power, theological
and other ? Amongst the conditions of charting that route-march,
not the least essential is the setting out of current knowledge about
the organic life-process, the mind-process, the spirit-process, in such
a way as to invite their comparative study not only with each other
but of all three with the social-process. Concurrence along this
approach to the unity of life in all its fulness is presupposed no matter
what other avenue to the ideal of perfection is followed.
To illustrate alike the confusions that arise when these paths are
trodden in isolation by the men of specialised outlook, and yet also
the happy reconciliations that ensue on chance meetings at cross ways,
we may take a symptomatic story from the recently published diary
of Dr. Fort Newton, formerly of the City Temple in London. Says
the diarist: " Met H. G. Wells at lunch to-day, his invitation being
a response to my sermon on his book, GOD THE INVISIBLE KING. In
personal appearance he is not distinguished, except his eyes, where
one divines the strength of the man. Eager, friendly, companionable,
his talk, thinly uttered, is not unlike his writing—^vivid, stimulating
at times, all questioning. Just now he is all aglow with his discovered
God, * the happy God of the heart,' to use his own words. He looked
surprised when I suggested that he had found what the Bible means
by the Holy Spirit, as if he had thought his discovery entirely new.'
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VI.

IN conclusion try to conceive what order of compound would result
if there could be put together the new biology of Professor Thomson,
the aesthetic psychology of A.E., the deistic ethics of H. G. Wells,
the spirit-theology of Dr. Fort Newton. Do these several elements
compose into a vision of life fully adequate for the plain-man and his
wife and family ? The answer might well be, that each of the in-
gredients is good in itself, but where precisely in all of them together
is to be found the explosive stuff that can be relied on to create unity
out of the various and conflicting impulses of everyday life} That maybe
is a form of the sphinx riddle. And faced with the historic choice of a
correct guess or penalty of spiritual death, as exigent to-day as of old,
the wayfarer needs not so much a formula of analysis as a
prescription for keeping alive and vigorous the poet bom in each of
us, who usually dies young. Still, since he accepted the apple from
Eve, man has been committed irrevocably to the path of enquiry.
So, without promising much in the way of prescription, let us recom-
mence our analysis. Begin this time with an illustration of Lloyd
Morgan, the doyen of comparative psychologists, and a main builder
of that conception of the body-mind relationship which Professor
Thomson in his summary of the seven hypotheses calls the Two-
Aspect-Theory. Originating seemingly with Aristotle, continued and
developed by a long line of great thinkers, of whom Spinoza was one,
this view of mind and body in interaction, has been freshly stated by
Lloyd Morgan with a clarity and resource that entitle him to be named
a Re-initiator. His analysis of the processes involved in, for example,
seeing a candle, is threefold. There is {a) a physical relatedness, rays
of light affecting the retina, next the stimulus passes by the optic
nerves to the visual centre in the brain, hence there is superadded,
(6) a physiological factor, so that the entire process so far may be
called a, b. But if we definitely take note of the candle and adjust
ourselves deliberately to it, there appears a third kind of relatedness,
a psychical process, so that the whole cycle of relations may be called
«, b, c. What essentially. characterises this c factor, the psychical
process, is a certain awareness which is really a pre-awareness. " It
is always awareness which, by however little, forestalls the coming
event, always in a measure anticipatory, always representative of that,
the like of which may follow in sensory stimulus." There is ever
something in psychical relation in some way to the visual centre of the
Drain and through it to the receptors of the eye, and ultimately and
essentially to the candle as representing the external world. " This
something we call the mind."
^ow suppose this a, b, c, or candle theory of the mind-body relation
oe handed over from biologist and comparative psychologist to
sociologist, how will the latter adapt it to his particular problem?
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In other words, how does the* c* or psychic factor expand in course
of the social process ? Well, it will be seen that in Lloyd Morgan's
analysis the * c ' or psychic factor is a passive element; the mind is
viewed as accepting the given awareness and pre-awareness, without
impulse to modify what is going to happen. But introduce some feel-
ing or perception of the might-be and assume power to work for its
achievement, then is the mind viewed in its active phase. Go further
and postulate clear vision of a conceived, designed and even a perfected
product and there appears a faculty of life affirmative, even creative,
to which surely the word spirit is applicable. And when a definite
plan of action is formulated and put in practice for testing the viability
of the vision by experimental method of trial and error, we introduce
a controllable means of adjustment between outer and inner. Do we
not here touch the secret of social evolution and its flowering in
personality ? In the resulting thrust and urge towards the making
of masterpieces whether of material construction, scientific discovery,
aesthetic design, political achievement, or moral action, the principle
of spiritual attainment is surely at work. Try to discover and set out
in orderly and reasoned fashion the record of hits and misses in this
age-long and continuing human experiment of adjusting the outer
world to the inner vision, then you are committed to a science which
because it sees in the social process a mingling and blending towards
integrative purpose of the body-process and the mind-process is itself
an aspect of the spirit-process. Thus from the two-aspect theory of
biology and comparative psychology we are led on to a three and even
four-aspect theory of social evolution ; and in adapting the a, b, c
analysis of Lloyd Morgan and his school, the sociologist may telescope
the physical and physiological factors into a simple body-process or
(a, b) regarded as one element in the complex. And if {c) be limited
to mind relatively passive, then mind active in setting agoing the
spirit-process we may name {d), and interacting with that there is (e)
the social process whose simplest natural outcome may be taken as
the Home, and most complex the City. This whole cycle of life, organic,
mental, spiritual and social is thus seen as a four-in-one process or
(fl, b) Cy d, e. More concretely we must expand the example of the
candle into the story of its getting and its uses. Mrs. Smith, on a
winter afternoon, sends out Mr. Smith to buy a penny candle so that
she may give the little Smiths their supper in comfort and put them
to bed happy by reading aloud a fairy story. So does the candle of
simple seeing flame into the candle of vision, alike for Mrs. Smith
and for the sociologist. Allow to the latter his own fashion of speech
and he will set out the process in general terms. As he sees it,
situations charged with the united dynamic of body vital and physical,
mind emotional and intellectual, spirit individual and social, are ever
being created by the alembic of personality continuously engaged
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in dissolving and recrystaliizing a bygone myriad of evolutionary
experiments in integrative purpose. In arriving at such conclusions
by slow and tedious analysis modern science, as in so much else, was
anticipated by ancient religion. Have we not reached and stated in
the drab terminology of science the same truth that is put with the
vividness of literature in the saying of Sacred Wisdom—the spirit of
man is the candle of the Ideal ?
IT is unfortunate that the scientist, so desperately needing the spark
of religion to light his candle, should be kept away from the batteries
of the ideal largely by two obstacles. One is the bias of the material,
or lower sciences ; the other is the ring-fence of Theology. The way
through the first obstacle is manifestly by pushing on whole-heartedly
from the lower to the higher sciences— t̂hose of life, mind, spirit and
society. As to the other, its removal rests with the theologian. And
if the plain-man asks where in this impasse between science and
theology, does he come in, the answer is easy. The scientist at his
best and highest is just the plain-man become self-conscious and
world-conscious. The latter may be tempted to the rejoinder that
he prefers to stop short of both these high reaches of personality.
But is not that desire a mere mood of arrestment to sit down in the
march of life towards its own climax ?
To be sure, the plain-man has considerable excuse for his reluctance
to advance. He is rightly suspicious of the many guides who offer
passage across the modem morass. The new biologist is not equal
to the whole journey. There are stages which require the aid of three
colleagues in succession. Not immediate indeed is the prospect of the
new psychologist, the new moralist, the new sociologist arriving. But
their coming, sooner or later, is assured. With the aid of this quartette
fully concerted, the plain-man will cross the modem morass and perhaps
be heartened to attempt the summits of life that lie beyond, even though
the new theologian be not ready with his guidance.
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" Austria " to which living generations had grown accustomed on
the map of Europe, was an artificial structure—in the words of an
Austrian historian, " the result of the dynasty's deliberate action
during a period of centuries." It was above all a family estate which
grew, changed hands, prospered and decayed with the family which
owned it. It is worth noting that between 1700 and 1914 there were
no less than eighteen quite material (apart from minor) changes in its
territorial frontiers, generally as the result of some dynastic bargain.
Thus there was nothing specially permanent or sacred or inalienable
about the frontiers of 1914.

SECONDLY it is to be remembered that the disappearance of Austria-
Hungary is not merely an unique event, but one of the biggest events
in all history. There would appear to be no other instance since the
fall of the Western Empire in 476, of a Great Power of the first political
and military magnitude vanishing suddenly from the map, as did
Austria-Hungary in 1918. The causes were of course infinitely
complex, but in their essence may be summed up as follows : Austria-
Hungary (at any rate since the disappearance of the Turkish danger)
lacked a real raison d'etre, an underlying idea such as might bind its
many peoples together. Its history since 1867, when it entered the
constitutional cul de sac known as the Dual System, has been one of
slow political disintegration.
THIRDLY, it cannot be too often repeated that Austria-Hungary was
not " broken up " by the Allies. This is only true in the quite in-
cidental sense that its ruin was determined by the strain of the Great
War. In reality, however, the Allies till well on in 1918 showed a
distinct tenderness for Austria-Hungary, and seemed to be ready on
more than one occasion to come to terms with its rulers even to the
detriment of Italian claims, not to mention those of the lesser Allies,
Serbia and Roumania. At the supreme moment Austria-Hungary
was not " broken up," but " broke down." It had altogether ceased
to exist, not only long before the Peace Conference met, but even
before the Armistice could be signed, and was in full process of
dissolution before the Italian offensive was launched. Paris merely
ratified the facts of revolution : they were in each case the work of
the peoples concerned. The only person outside the frontiers of
Austria-Hungary who could seriously claim to have destroyed it, is
"resident Wilson, whose successive Notes during the summer and
autumn of 1918, resting upon a policy carefully thought-out and
adapted to the psychology of each of the subject peoples, and cul-
minating in his reply to Count Buridn's peace offer, reduced the
governing class to impotence and panic and undoubtedly precipitated
the military collapse.

IT is impossible to omit a brief reference to the territorial settlement
laid down by the Treaties of St. Germain and Trianon. The creation
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of SO many new frontier barriers was of course bound to produce
economic dislocation, as well as acute suffering on the part of many
individuals and classes whose social and political status was affected
by the change. It is also a fact that the new States imposed many
galling trade restrictions, which only too often set sound economic
principles at defiance. It was not, however, they, but the Austro-
Hungarian authorities from whom they took over, to whom the
initiative is to be traced. Two classic instances may be given.
Throughout the war Hungary pursued a food policy entirely distinct
from that of Austria, exercising strict control over her grain and live-
stock and refusing them to the sister State. The result became
apparent at the end of the war, when the more industrialised Austria
was found to be sucked dry and in a condition of grave want, while
agricultural Hungary had large reserves. (By a strange irony this
turned to the advantage of the Succession States. The immensely
rich provinces of the Banat, Backa and Slavonia were able to supply
the most crying needs of Serbia and Bosnia ; Slovakia had herds and
flocks which were available for re-starting the depleted breeds of
Bohemia : while Transylvania to some extent made good the ruthless
exploitation of Roumania during the German-Magyar occupation, and
under the Treaty of Bucarest in 1918.) Still crasser instances are
supplied by the fact that even before the end of the war Vienna had
to make over the provisioning of Tirol to the Bavarians : that each
of the German provinces had begun to place elaborate checks upon
the transfer of food and other articles beyond its own narrow limits:
and that ever since a native of Vienna has been unable to visit Graz
or Linz or Salzburg (or vice versa) without obtaining special permits
from the local authorities. Economic troubles have been due at least
as much to the disorganisation produced by four years of war and to
the collapse of transport which followed it, as to the policy of the new
States : and almost more important than any of these factors was the
political uncertainty engendered by the long delays in concluding
peace. The first essential to a real relaxation of restrictions was the
certainty that the period of change was over, and this could only come
with the ratification of the Treaties.

THE two territorial provisions of the Austrian Treaty most subject to
criticism, are those that assign Tirol south of the Brenner to Italy,
and German-Bohemia to the Czecho-Slovak Republic. There is not
a real parallel between the two cases. In that of Italy the dominant
motive was strategic—the overwhelming desire to stop up the last
serious gap through which foreign invasion could easily penetrate
the Alps. In the case of Czecho-Slovakia strategic and geographical
reasons spoke very strongly for the historic frontiers of Bohemia, but
might not in themselves have prevailed. What clinched the matter
was that the economic interests of the German and Czech districts
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are inseparable ; that racially a practicable alternative frontier cannot
be devised ; that German-Bohemia if detached would still not form
a single unit, but would have to be cut into four pieces and assigned
to Austria, Bavaria, Saxony and Prussia respectively ; and that without
them Czecho-Slovakia would be incapable of independent life, alike
from the political, geographical and economic standpoint. No such
pleas can be put forward in relation to South Tirol. It is of course
none the less true that the delineation of the Czecho-Slovak frontiers
rests upon two conflicting principles—historical, as regards Bohemia-
Moravia-Silesia, and ethnographic as regards Slovakia.
IF we turn to the Hungarian Treaty, we find that though ethnography
was the avowed basis of the settlement, important racial fragments
still remain under different alien rules, and it is on this ground that
a cry for treaty revision is sometimes raised. No one would argue
that the Trianon frontiers are perfect, but the fundamental fact of the
situation is that perfect frontiers are unattainable, for the simple
reason that the races are too intermingled to allow of a " clean c u t "
•n ethnographic lines. But the more these frontiers are studied in
detail the more obvious will it become that they represent the best
possible compromise between the rival claims of history, geography,
ethnography and economics. The only serious alternative is the
restoration of Hungarian territorial integrity as it was before the war.
WHAT made the great upheaval inevitable was an absolute divergence
of political and traditional methods between the ruling and the subject
races. The tragedy is that it was for geographical reasons unavoidable
that considerable sections of the dominant race should fall under the
control of those from whom they themselves had deliberately withheld
political experience and power. Such very human motives as revenge.
Ignorance, fanaticism complicate still further the profound social and
economic effects of the War, and administrative standards have fallen
as a result of the transfer of power to new races and classes. But the
evils of the present will not be righted by the restoration of the dis-
possessed oligarchs.

THE Great War has led to a tremendous political and above all social
upheaval and transformation throughout Europe east of a line
drawn roughly from Konigsberg to Trieste. In all these vast territories
there has been a collapse of dynastic and legitimist principles, the
downfall of the aristocracy as a class, the transfer of land to the
peasantry, the advent to power of new classes and " unhistoric nations "
(the telling phrase of Dr. Kari Renner), the creation of new bureau-
cracies, the revision of many fundamental civil and ecclesiastical
jnstitutions. There is one place, and one only, in the vast triangle
between the German Republic, the Red Autocracy and Kemalist
Aurkey, where the oligarchs are still supreme, where the latifundia
are untouched, where legitimacy is openly preached, where the working
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class is '* kept in its proper place," where the Jew is hmted and
Liberal leader driven into foreign exile: and that is the Hungary of
Admiral Horthy. Faults and abuses may be detected everywhere in
abundance : but they must not be allowed to obscure the fundamental
issue of principle between progress and reaction.

IT will only be possible to pass in very brief review some of the main
structural changes which the Succession States have witnessed during
tbe last three years. These may be grouped under five heads—(i)
Dynasty, (2) Aristocracy, (3) Land, (4) Education, (5) Religion, and
may best be illustrated by a comparison both between present con-
ditions in the various states and between the conditions in each of
them before and after the Revolution of 1918. In all these vital
problems the main difficulties which confront the new states may be
traced back to differences of psychology, resulting from the (sometimes
unduly precipitate) union of sections of a single race which had been
held apart for centuries and had thus acquired separate mentalities
and habits, in spite of racial and linguistic affinity. In Czecho-
slovakia, which is the least complex case, you have a marriage between
the twentieth and seventeenth centuries—between the Czechs, highly
organised and disciplined, abreast with all the latest phases of industrial
life, advanced in education and sceptical in outlook, and the Slovaks,
who have lived outside all world-currents, neglected and forgotten in
their mountains, stunted in their political growth, deliberately deprived
of education and clinging to rigid ecclesiastical forms which most of
their neighbours have long since shaken off. In Roumania you have
the difference between the population of the old Kingdom, where a
narrow landed oligarchy has thwarted the peasantry's development,
where a middle class is only beginning to emerge for the first time, and
where the evil traditions of Byzantine and Turkish rule, and of Greek
ecclesiastical and commercial domination have by no means vanished;
Transylvania, where feudal injustice was accentuated by an active
policy of denationalisation : Bessarabia, where the Russian autocracy
outbid even Magyar methods by not only depriving the Roumanian
majority of all schools, but ejecting their language from the church:
and Bukovina, where the milder rule and superior culture of Austria
merely exposed the broken Roumanian fragment to assimilation under
a more seductive form. In Jugoslavia you have not only the difference
between the " three names," Serb, Croat and Slovene, but also marked
differences in historical tradition, culture, administration, laws, land
tenure, literacy, &c., between the Kingdom of Serbia, the " Piedmont
of the Southern Slav movement: Croatia-Slavonia, which for eight
centuries maintained an autonomous position under the Hungarian
Crown : Bosnk, with its complete religious cleavage, Turkish in-
fluences and feudal land-system : Dalmatia, with its virile sea-farii^
population, cut off from all land connection with its Austrian rulers,
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thanks to the deadlock of the Dual System : Montenegro, so long a
mere mountain refuge for broken men, and latterly sucked dry by a
corrupt and despotic dynasty: Slovenia, highly organised and
toughened by a hand-to-hand struggle with Germanism for a thousand
years : the Banat and Backa, with their mosaic of races and vast natural
riches. In each case we find in varying degrees and forms the same
problem of conflicting mentalities which confronted this island after
the Scottish Union, Italy after i860 and Wallachia-Moldavia after 1858.

A. THE DYNASTIC QUESTION.

IN Austria-Hungary the keystone of the political arch was the
Habsburg family with its " Hausmacht " and House policy, con-
sistently pursued throughout the centuries. This in itself explains
the resistance of all advocates of the new order to the return of that
dynasty to any of its former thrones. Habsburg is in the nature of
things identified with Legitimacy and that doctrine of divine right
which the Czechs in particular repudiate as the symbol of conquest,
proselytism and denationalisation in the past; which in Poland has
never had any root in the popular consciousness ; and which runs
counter to the mainly utilitarian theory upon which alone the
Roumanian, Jugoslav and other Balkan dynasties can build. In
connection with the recent attempt of Charles of Habsburg to regain
the Crown of St. Stephen, it has too often been assumed that Hungary
is dynastic to the core. In reality, the masses both in town and
country showed complete apathy towards the attempt: and this
should serve as a reminder that the true Magyar national tradition
has always been anti-Habsburg, that the peasantry are wedded to the
ideas of Francis Rdkoczy, who deposed the dynasty in 1707, and of
his spiritual successor Louis Kossuth, who again deposed it in 1849,
and that Count Karolyi was therefore true to history when he deposed
it for the third time in 1918. It is only the feudal magnates and their
allies the bureaucracy and the Roman hierarchy, who favour the
Habsburgs, and this because they quite rightly identify dynastic
doctrine with the doctrine of territorial integrity. By his Coronation
Oath the King of Hungary is pledged to uphold this integrity by
every means, and not only not to alienate any possessions of Hungary
*' under whatsoever right or title, but even to augment and extend
them." Remote and unpractical as such phrases may sound, they
have often influenced the foreign policy of Austria-Hungary under
Francis Joseph. In 1908 they served as a basis when Dr. Wekerle
claimed Bosnia-Herzegovina for Hungary by reason of the latter's
medieval suzerainty over Bosnia and " Rascia " : and similar claims
have been put forward to Wallachia, Moldavia and even to Galicia.
THUS it is only when we study the mystical dc^ma of the Holy Crown
of St. Stephen, upon which the whole of Hungarian constitutional
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theory is built up, that we can fully appreciate the nervousness of the
Succession States towards the re-establishment of a Habsburg at
Budapest. To argue that it is a purely internal affair of Hungary
is mere sophistry : for it must inevitably be the concern of all Charles's
former subjects, in whatever section of the former Dual Monarchy
they may live. To argue that a nation's right of self-determination
is infringed, if it is not allowed to persist in a course that is bound
to set four neighbouring states in a ferment, is as preposterous as to
argue that our right of personal liberty entitles us to endanger the life
and property of our next-door neighbour. Nor is there any inherent
jreason why the Republican tradition should not finally assert itself
among the Hungarian peasantry : and though such a decision of
principle can only be made by the Magyars themselves, they may,
fairly be reminded that it is the surest avenue towards improved
relations with all their neighbours—the kingdoms no less than the
republics.

IN the case of the Czechs a Republic was the only possible form of
Government, not only because the Habsburgs stand for their loss of
freedom and centuries of misfortune, but also because the republican
form is more in keeping with their essentially unaristocratic outlook.
They were also fortunate in finding for the office of President an idea!
candidate in Professor Masaryk, who is not only one of the great
constructive statesmen of modern Europe, but the direct spiritual
successor of Hus, Comenius and those later scholars and thinkers
to whom the Czech national renaissance is due. In both Jugoslavia
and Roumania on the other hand there were obvious reasons for the
retention of the dynasty. The Karagjorgjevic family in particular
is identified with the Serbian national idea to an extent that no other
reigning dynasty can claim. Its founder, the new King's great-
grandfather, himself an illiterate peasant, led the first successful
rising against the Turks. King Peter fought as a volunteer in the
Bosnian rising of 1876, and as a broken old man was carried into the
trenches in 1914. Prince Alexander shared the fortunes of his men
from October 1912 to November 1918. Both the latter have
shewn genuine constitutional leanings, such as contrast markedly with
the impossible vagaries of the Obrenovic dynasty. Thus, national
kingship is part and parcel of the old Serbian creed. The Roumanian
dynasty is of course German in origin, but King Ferdinand is far
more Roumanian than German, even without the influence of a
British princess as his Queen, and profits by the immense prestige
accumulated by his uncle King Charles during an epoch-making
reign of 48 years. In both these cases the nation had an obvious
interest in maintaining the dynasty which has become the symbol of
national unity and which dispenses it from the very awkward necessity
that would arise under a Republican regime, of assigning the presidency
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to a Serb, a Croat or a Slovene, or to a Transylvanian, a Bessarabian
or a native of the old ** Regat." The presidential office would accen-
tuate differences which the monarchy helps to tone down. In
Roumania it may be said that almost every section of the community
and every political party save the Third International is agreed on
this point. But in Jugoslavia there is a certain anarchic trait, doubt-
less inherent in Slavonic blood, and thus we find certain parties which
may be temporarily repressed but cannot be ignored, and which make
up one quarter of the Constituent Assembly, openly pledged to a
republican programme. Thus while Jugoslavia has shewn greater
powers of recovery and enjoys a sounder economic position than
Roumania, and while the feeling for national unity is absolutely beyond
all question, it would be foolish to ignore certain grave symptoms in
the Jugoslav body politic. This is shewn by the Communist outrages
against the Regent and Premier, and the murder of that admirable
Statesman, Mr. Draskovic, and on the other hand by the unexampled
repressive measures adopted by the parties in power. The unregulated
succession (the King is unmarried, his brother unbalanced and
ineligible, his only cousin almost unknown, his Russian nephews mere
children) adds a further element of insecurity, though it is obvious
that all the forces of order and sanity must rally round a prince of
such proved gallantry and charm.

B. ARISTOCRACY AND LAND.

SPEAKING generally, the new situation means an almost complete
eclipse of the aristocratic class. The new German-Austrian Republic
arose under the combined incentive of war weariness and protest
against those responsible for ruin and defeat, of eagerness for union
with Germany and of resentment against the Habsburgs as disloyal
to the Old and inimical to the New. The aristocracy lost power
because they had stood for the beaten regime, for a distinct " Great
Austrian " conception, and for the clerical and landed interests. It
IS because the German idea has proved stronger than the Habsburg
idea, that the maintenance of the Republican regime in Austria is
assured. As a result the aristocracy is almost eliminated, titles have
been abolished and the Social Democracy of Vienna has lost part of
Its handicap in the struggle against the clerical country districts.
Meanwhile the official Middle class is slowly starving to death, through
reduced opportunities of work and soaring prices.
IN Czecho-Slovakia there was from the first no place for the aristocracy.
With a few very signal exceptions which only go to prove the rule,
It was German and Habsburg in sentiment and openly contemptuous
01 the new regime ; and the breach was widened by its keenly clerical
ieanmgs and its hostility to land reform. Thus save for a few indi-
viduals, it has been left stranded high and dry by the Revolution,
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and the entire conduct of state affairs rests in the hands of the
bourgeoisie (lower at least as much as upper), the right wing of the
working class and the organised peasantry.
O F all the new States, Czecho-Slovakia is the only one in which land
reform is being carried out according to a carefully thought-out system.
The expropriation of all large estates was passed in principle at the
outset, and the Habsburg domains confiscated to the state : a Land
Office was created to work out the details of sub-division and com-
pensation : where land hunger was specially acute, land was assigned
on temporary lease : and the mountain pastures of Slovakia were
subdivided forthwith. Last summer the first big transfer of land was
effected, reaching a total of 488,000 hectares (176,000 arable) in
Bohemia-Moravia-Silesia, and 44,000 hectares in Slovakia and
Ruthenia, and affecting 315 large properties. Year by year such
transfers will be continued until the whole scheme is complete. All
forests will remain under state control.
IN Jugoslavia the position was entirely different. The Turks had
taken care that there should be no aristocracy left in Serbia : and its
eventual liberation was the work of peasants, whose descendants are
almost all smallholders. In Croatia-Slavonia the nobles with but few
exceptions were alien in race or semi-Magyarised in character : in
the west the peasants owned their land, in the east there were huge
Latifundia with absentee landlords. There was much agrarian
discontent, and during the Revolution of October 1918 the peasants,
encouraged by the so-called " Green Cadres " (thousands of armed
deserters from the Austrian army who had taken to the hills) in many
cases sacked castles and helped themselves to land. Order could only
slowly be restored, and the local land commissions were often faced
by accomplished facts. Bosnia again had a specially acute land
question of its own, complicated by the fact that the big landowners
or Begs are Moslem, while the peasants or Kmets are Christian, and
that Austria-Hungary since 1878 had merely dabbled with the many
problems of feudal land-tenure which she had received as a legacy
from the Turks. The situation was envenomed by brutal eviction
and prosecution of the Orthodox population during the war owing
to their sympathy with Serbia. When the Revolution came, it was
not a question of the peasants seizing fresh land, but simply of sitting
tight on their holdings, and refusing to pay the dues in money or kind
which made up the Begs' incomes. A further complication was
introduced by the hastily conceived proclamation issued at Sarajevo
in the Regent's name in November 1918, assuring the peasants that
the land should be theirs. Since then the land question throughout
Jugoslavia has been the plaything of party politicians, each bent on
catching votes and outbidding his rivals, not on settling the question
upon its merits. Despite land boards and commissions there was
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prolonged uncertainty as to the issue, and when the elections to
Constituent Assembly in November 1920 gave no party a working
majority, the burning question of compensation to the former owners
became a subject of shameless bargaining. As a result the Premier,
Mr. PaSi<S, won the support of the Bosnian Moslems by promising a
compensation fund of 80,000,000 dinars, and that of a fraction of
Slovene Agrarians by a diplomatic post for their leader. None the
less a tolerable compromise would seem to have been reached, and the
essential fact is that the transfer of land to the peasant class is now
an unchallengeable fact throughout Jugoslavia.
IN Roumania the change has been no less drastic, though again con-
ditions were essentially different. In the Old Kingdom, though there
was no titled nobility save for a few families with the courtesy style
of Prince, political power was in the hands of the boyars, a wealthy
landed class who governed under a narrow franchise, through a some-
what artificial party system of " Ins and Outs." Of the two great
parties, the Liberals under Mr. Bratianu stood committed before the
war to land and franchise reform : and the Coalition Government
formed at Christmas 1916 under stress of defeat included both in its
programme. The boyar class has many obvious faults, but it deserve
full credit for having, alone of all the landed classes of Eastern Europe,
initiated reform on a vast scale. Universal suffrage and the sub-
division of estates were passed by parliament in the dark days of exile
at Jassy, and after victory the pledge was fulfilled. Accurate statistics
of the change are not yet available, but on a rough calculation it may
be said that of 4,500,000 hectares held by the boyars in the Old Kingdom
in 1914, they only retain half a million to-day, all the rest having gone
to the peasants. The King himself set the example by renouncing
the extensive royal domains built up by King Charles.
SEVERAL factors have complicated this monumental change. The
parallel franchise reform has knocked the bottom out of the old in-
and-out system and temporarily produced party chaos, and this reacts
upon administrative standards, in any case lowered by the strain of
war. Above all there are four distinct land questions in Greater
Roumania, and even the unwisely centralist Averescu Government
has not been able to escape from the need of differential treatment.
In Bessarabia the independent revolutionary Government which voted
union with Roumania in March 1918, had laid down as a primary
condition of that union the acceptance of its own drastic agrarian law,
which expropriated all properties over 100 hectares in extent, and
assigned all forests, mines and springs to the state. All this remains
m force, while in the Old Roumania the maximum is 400 hectares
and the compensation higher. 1

IN Transylvania the racial problem added further grave complications.
Speaking broadly, the large states (less numerous however than in
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Wallachla, Moldavia, and Be^arabia) were in the hands of the old
Magyar feudal nobility and gentry, while the landless peasantry were
mainly Roumanian. Between the two stood the S^cons, who though
deprived of their ancient political privileges in 1868, retained through
thrift, education and a restricted birth-rate an interest in land out of
all proportion to their small numbers. The Roumanians after being
political helots for centuries, and the victims of a ruthless social landed
ascendancy, suddenly found the yoke fall from their necks in the
revolutionary period of 1918-1919. There were numerous cases of
forcible seizure of land, not only from the big landlords but from the
communal and church authorities. But all excesses apart, the Magyars
have more to lose than the other races, just becau^ they were a
dominant class which has now lost its position. Worse still, the
dbange hits very severely the Calvinist and Unitarian Churches of
Transylvania—both strongly Magyar national institutions—whose
endowments, both as regards training colleges and even many ordinary
congregations, are very largely in land. It is to be hoped that the
Roumanian authorities will recognise that there is a special case for
indemnifying the churches by some kind of land fund : otherwise the
oiuse of religion and education will suffer fatally, and the indescribable
r^entment felt by the Magyars of Transylvania at the collapse of their
whole world of ideas will be transmitted to new generations. On the
other hand it is necessary to remind those who treat land reform in
Transylvania as a mere pretext for irretrievably ruining the Magyars,
that victors and vanquished, Magyar nobles and Roumanian boyars,
are in the same plight; that if the Bethlen College in Torda has lost
its endowments, so has the Roumanian Academy in Bucarest; and that
if the Unitarians and Calvinists are docked of their land, so is the
Roumanian Uniate Church in Transylvania, whose whole educational
programme depended on the income from land.

C. EDUCATION.

IN SO broad a survey very little space is available for the vital problems
of educational and Church reform : yet here change has been no less
revolutionary than in the land question. I will restrict myself to a
bare contrast between the educational position before and since the
war, (a) in Slovakia, (b) in Transylvania.*
{a) THE case of Slovakia has no parallel in Modern Europe. Since
the seventies over 2,000,000 Slovaks had been deliberately kept without
a single secondary school, or commercial, technical, grammar or girls

•For Jugoslavia the new statistics are not yet available : but that there has been
progress here also is shown by the following table :—

PRIMARY. SECONDARY.
Schools. Pupils. Schools. Pupils-

1918-19 . . S,6io 658,876 120 47.675
1919-20 . . 5.974 800,868 134 52
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even a University class, where Slovak was tolerated either as
language of instniction or even as a subject of study. Worse still,
the Hungarian state established primary schools in Slovakia where
only Magyar was taught, and had set itself so persistently to the task
of Magyarisation, that in thirty years the number of Slovak primary
schools had been reduced from over i,8oo to 429 in 1910, and this
gallant remnant was maintained not by the state but by the churches.
There were barely 600 Slovak teachers in all Hungary : and 256,000
Slovak children attended purely Magyar schools, while only 42,000
attended Slovak schools.

Now mark the contrast. In the first year of the new Republic the
Slovak wlucational department had increased the 429 primary schools
to 2,785, had assiped 81 state schools to the Magyars and left them
with 765 schools in all. In the school year 1920-21 there were 3,682
primary schools in Slovakia (of these, 2,611 Slovak, 748 Magyar,
no German), n o Grammar schools (including 84 Slovak, 14 Magyar
and 5 mixed), and 43 middle schools, of which 6 are Magyar and
there are parallel Magyar classes in four others. Incidentally the
Slovaks have introduced the first German primary and secondary
schools which the Germans of Slovakia had seen for over a generation.
Thus we see nothing less than the intellectual re-birth of a whole
nation after long years of artificial neglect and repression. This
achievement alone would more than justify Czecho-Slovak union.
(6) IN pre-war Hungary the educational plight of the Roumanians
was slightly less unfortunate than that of the Slovaks, mainly because
the Orthodox and Uniate Churches provided them with an effective
barrier against Magyarisation. Thus though the state did not maintain
t single Roumanian school for its three million Roumanian subjects,
they were allowed to support 5 secondary and 2,330 primary schools
by their own efforts, on a denominational basis ; and there was a
system of Government grants, niggardly and designed to extend
Magyar control, but at least easing the financial situation. A few
figures will best illustrate the change since 1918. In 1909-10 there
were 4,122 Roumanian boys and only 36 girls in the secondary schools
of Hungary. In 1919-20 there were 9,536 Roumanians of both sexes,
and in 1920-21, 11,129 in the secondary schools of the liberated
territory (in the state schools alone 1,510 girls in the latter year).
The Roumanians followed Magyar precedent by taking over all the
s^te gymnasia, but many parallel Magyar classes were introduced,
the Saxon schools were left untouched and subsidised, new state
schools were opened for the Germans of the Banat (till then Magyadsed)
while the Magyars were free to have as many denominational schools
as they pleased. The University of Cluj (Kolozsvdr) which since its

undation in 1874 had been made a centre for the Magyarisation of
vania and in its Chauvinism had tabooed all other languages
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save Magyar, has very properly been taken over by the Roumanians :
but it seems probable that they will recognise their duty to their
former masters by erecting a Magyar high school at Maros Visirhely,
the natural centre of Magyar culture in Transylvania.

D. THE CHURCHES.

TMB position of the Church has also been radically transformed in
each of the Succession States. In Czecho-Slovakia the dynasty,
which was the main prop of the Catholic Church, has been removed;
those denominational tests which were so galling to the teaching
profusion in the old Austria, have fallen ; the control of the relipous
orders over education has been much restricted ; dvil marriage and
divorce have been introduced ; and the separation of Church and
State is in process of negotiation between the Government and the
Vatican. On the other hand the hierarchy, which in Bohemia was
noainly Germanised and out of touch with national sentiment, and
which in Slovakia actively promoted Magyarisation, has been replaced
by worthy Czech and Slovak prelates, and thereby strengthened in
prestige and inffuence. Before the war the academic and intellectual
class had been alienated from the church, but often compelled to
conceal its real views : now no concealment is necessary and the result
has been wholesale secession, estimated at over a million (io per cent,
of the Bohemian population). Probably only one-third of these have
joined the so-called Czecho-Slovak National Church, which is the
most interesting recent development. It has entered into communion
with the Serbian Orthodox Church, and its first Bishop was admitted
to monastic orders in Syrmia last summer and consecrated by Bishop
Dositej of Ni§. Meanwhile the position of the Protestants has been
immensely improved. Those of Bohemia have reorganised them-
selves as the Evangelical Union of the Brethren, on the lines of Hus
and Comenius : while the Slovak Lutheran Church, set free from the
repressive control of the Magyar State, has been able for the first time
for a generation to elect its own Bishops, reorganise its synods and
church assembly, extend its educational work and enter into formal
relations with the reformed churches of the West. The fact that
the Slovaks—Catholics and Protestants alike—are very devout, strict
in observance and entirely untouched by modernism, may be men-
tioned in passing as a clue to the very divergent mentalities of Czech
and SlovaJt.

IN Roumania, the central fact is the welding of the four Orthodox
Churches of Roumania, Bessarabia, Transylvania, and Bukovina,
hitherto held apart by artificial political reasons, into a great united
Church, and perhaps even more important, its reorganisation in
accordance with the constitution of the Transylvanian Church. This
constitution, the most democratic in Europe, is essentially presbyterian
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in form, with a complete hierarchy superimposed: it secures the
election of the clergy by their parishioners, the control of all save
dogmatic matters by the equivalent of presbytery, synod and General
Assembly, and the predominance of the lay element in church business.
Best of all, policy rests in the hands of two of the most spiritually
minded and energetic churchmen in Eastern Europe, Mgr. Miron
Cristea, the Primate, and Mgr. Balan, the Metropolitan of Tran-
sylvania, whose zeal for education and tolerant outlook cannot fail to
further the cause of religion. Meanwhile the Saxon Lutheran Church
from the very first enjoyed full religious autonomy, and the Magyar
Prot^tant Churches, after two years of recalcitrance, have entered into
negotiations with the new regime, which should lead to similar con-
cessions. Catholicism already enjoyed wide privileges in Roumania,
while the Uniate Church of Transylvania has long been recognked as
the torchbearer of Roumanian nationality, and serves as a fresh link
between Bucarest and Rome.

IN Jugoslavia the discord once artificially promoted between Orthodox
and Catholics has ceased to be acute. The Orthodox Church, which
till 1918 was in six watertight compartments (Serbia, Bosnia, Dalmatia,
Croatia-Slavonia, Montenegro) has been reorganised on similar lines
to the Roumanian. The Patriarch, transferred from Karlovci to
Belgrade, has ceased to be the nominee of an alien government. Mean-
while the relations of the Catholic Church to the new state are extremely
cordial. The patriotic attitude of high church dignitaries (e.g.^ the
Archbishop of Zagreb, the Bishops of Ljubljana, Spalato, and Krk)
was a decisive factor towards unity. The Concordat of 1914, intended
only for the Catholic subjects acquired by Serbia in the Balkan Wars,
and regarded by the Vatican itself as extraordinarily liberal, will
presumably be extended to the whole state. There is a reform move-
ment among the Catholic clergy, but as there has been no doctrinal
challenge, schism has as yet been avoided. Of the four points
demanded—B. Slavonic liturgy, marriage of the clergy, election of the
Bishops by the clergy, and of the clergy by the people—it is difficult
to see how the last three can be conceded by Rome. But for the first
there is a strong precedent in the Glagolitic rite, which has been sung
in certain Dalmatian and Istrian churches for the last ten centuries,
and enjoyed the favour of Leo XIII. It is yet too soon to say whether
its concession throughout Jugoslavia would remove all danger of
secession. Meanwhile the Moslems enjoy church autonomy under
the Reis-ul-Ulema at Sarajevo, while the Protestants—^almost a
negligible quantity in Jugoslavia—have reorganised themselves in
communion with Vienna, instead of Budapest as hitherto.
IT will be apparent to the reader that a whole new world is in process
of formation. There are other social phenomena of the first import-
ance in the Succession States, upon which it would have been desirable
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to touch— în particular, the political effects of introducing univenal
adult suffrage (in Czecho-Slovakia for both sexes) and varying forms
of P.R. in all these countries: the transformation wrought in the
Jewish Question by Roumanians more liberal policy and Hungary's
reversion to fierce intolerance : and that literary and artistic movement
which is one of the most hopeful signs in Jugoslavia, and a sure pledge
that national unity stands above and beyond all party brawliin .̂ I
have at least endeavoured not to paint in mere coukur de rose or to
conceal the many blemishes in the picture. But it may be confidently
maintained that the situation in the New States fully justifies that
" Realist *' creed, that *' optimism without illusions," of which Aeir
most representative man. President Masaryk, has always been the
exponent. In each case the foundations of real democracy have been
laid well and truly : in each case it must rest with the coming genera-
tions to work out in sober practice and by slow and painful experience
the ideals that underlay the great upheaval of 1918. In each case the
West, by intelligent sympathy and friendly criticism, can do much to
stabilise a situation which is the sole alternative to anarchy and
throughout Central Europe.




